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Why We Quit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would you do in this situation? You’re in your last interview for a big HR job. Your future boss and 2 operations have asked you all the questions they can think of and you feel pretty good. They they ask, “Do you have any questions for us?” Well, a friend of mine recently was in this exact situation. He’s quick on his feet so he asked a great question: “What’s the number one priority I can help each of you with?”What if I told you each one had the exact same answer? What do you think they said? [Could take guesses here]. You guessed it. Retention. Retention. Retention.�In Deloitte’s 2015 Human Capital Study of over 3,000 companies, 87% rated retention as a high priority. And things aren’t improving. In a new 2017 study by Future Workplace once again 87% of employers said improving retention is their top priority. Chances are good its at the top of your HR priorities too.But to do anything about retention you first have to understand why people quit. Most “experts” these days will tell you that the key to retention is employee engagement, and the key to engagement is to make sure your people are happy. But happy employees are not the key to retention and to understand why I need to tell you about the worst day of my marriage…



87%

$1.2M 36%

$430B

Check out Topgrading by Brad 
Smart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turnover is the Canary in the Coal Mine: https://legaljobsite.net/employee-retention-statistics/87% of companies HR Leaders say retention is top people priority (Kronos)36% - total voluntary turnover in 2019 (BLS)$430 Billion – direct costs of turnover in 2030 (Catalyst study)$1.2 million – costs of one mis-hire of manager according to smart – others say 1 to 2.5X salary



How to Tell Someone is Leavin’
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RELATIONSHIPS

PERFORMANCE BELONGING

See If You Got 
Leavin’ on Your Mind
study by Tim Gardner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jumpers Tip Their HandIf You’ve Got Leavin’ on Your Mind: The Identification and Validation of Pre-Quitting Behaviors, Timothy Gardner et alhttps://huntman.usu.edu/files/uploads/Publications/Pre-Quitting_Behaviors_Forthcoming.pdfJumpers Tip Their Hand"Leavin' on Your Mind" is a famous Country/Pop song written by Wayne Walker and Webb Pierce was popularized by Joyce Smith in 1962.Patsy Cline herself puts a wrinkle into this. The story goes that she was in Owen Bradley’s office one day, heard the record Smith made, and immediately wanted the song for herself. According to Smith, “He said, ‘no you can’t have it. I’m going to see what that Canadian gal does with it.’” Cline apparently said pretty please with sugar on top, but Bradley and the label wouldn’t back down. Smith’s single, released in 1962, didn’t crack the top-40, but sold more than 100,000 copies, a major hit for a first record and enough that the Canadian gal recouped the considerable studio expenses and actually made a little money in royalties. Patsy Cline wound up recording the song and releasing it in 1963. It didn’t make the hit parade, either. It was her last single before she died in a plane crash in March of that year. Unlike her earlier hits "Crazy" and "I Fall to Pieces", "Leavin' On Your Mind" was an unfortunate failure on the pop chart, where it stalled at #83. However, the song today remains a classic in Country music. Initially, Cline was going to release the single on her next upcoming, fourth album called Faded Love, along with two other singles that year.However, the album was never released due to the tragic event that ended her life, which was a plane crash that March. The album was to be released at the end of March. Instead, the album was released on a double compilation album called The Patsy Cline Story. This album featured all of Cline's big hits, starting for her first in 1957 to 1963. The album was a huge hit and is still being sold today.Lyrics��If you got leavin' on your mind�Tell me now, get it over�Hurt me now, get it over�If you got leavin' on your mind�If there's a new love in your heart�Tell me now, get it over�Hurt me now, get it over�If there's a new love in your heart�Don't leave me here, in a world�Filled with dreams that might have been�Hurt me now, get it over�I may learn to love again�If there's a new love in your heart�Tell me now, get it over�Hurt me now, get it over�If there's a new love in your heart�Hurt me now, get it over�If there's a new love in your heart



Baker’s Dozen Signs Someone is Leavin’
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• Work productivity decreased

• Acted less like a team player

• Doing the minimum amount of work

• Less interested in pleasing their manager

• Less willing to commit to long-term timelines

• Exhibited a negative change in attitude

• Exhibited less effort and work motivation

• Exhibited less focus on job related matters

• Expressed dissatisfaction with their current job

• Expressed dissatisfaction with their supervisor

• Left early from work more frequently

• Lost enthusiasm for the mission of the 
organization

• Less interest in working with customers

From If You Got Leavin’ on Your Mind study by Tim Gardner



One of These is Not Like the Others…
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Skill Training

Motivation (OCB)

Empowerment

See Impact of Motivation, 
Empowerment and Skill
study by Tim Gardner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THE IMPACT OF MOTIVATION, EMPOWERMENT, AND SKILL-ENHANCING PRACTICES ON AGGREGATE VOLUNTARY TURNOVER: THE MEDIATING EFFECT OF COLLECTIVE AFFECTIVE COMMITMENT TIMOTHY M. GARDNER 



What Predicts Performance?
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67%

Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB)
(versus all other factors)

Source: Cornell Hospitality Journal, 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizational citizenship behaviors - or what I’ll call OCBs - are these small acts we don’t have to do but we do to try to make the lives of those around us just a little bit easier. Just like that Liberty Mutual insurance commercial where one person sees another do a good deed, and then they do a good deed for someone else, and so on. OCBs can have a snowball effect.These OCB activities can be small – picking up around the office or holding the door for someone. They can be bigger – staying late to make sure a customer’s order gets filled on time or covering for a coworker. But whether small or large, these OCBs are important.[Picture of study]Where you find OCB activity you find high performance AND high engagement and satisfaction. This study is just one of many I’ve reviewed over the last few years. Nearly all of them conclude that higher OCB activity is associated with high performance. In this study over two-thirds of the observed differences in task and unit performance was explained only by organizational citizenship behavior. These OCB activities are the tiny hinge that swings the big door of workplace performance.Can you think of any examples of organizational citizenship behavior? This can be something you do, or something you’ve seen others do at work?[Give people 30 seconds to name 5-10 different OCBs - if someone names suggestions go onto next section; if not say:]There is one OCB that I haven’t heard yet. Here’s a hint: it usually starts with a little box that might be attached to the wall with a little slit at the top. You would then put something into the slot…
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What Predicts OCB?
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29%
Desire, money, or gift

80%
Supervisor competent

88%
Supervisor approachable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A suggestion program to me is a great example of an organizational citizenship behavior.  You can walk by the suggestion box your entire career without putting anything in and it wouldn’t affect your career in the least. You would get raises. You would still get promoted.  No one’s ever going to put on your performance appraisal that you don’t make suggestions - most of the time the suggestions are anonymous.Does that mean suggestions aren’t important? No way. Companies like Facebook, Google and 3M famously invest millions of dollars each year putting time on the schedule for people to just goof around, break stuff and come up with new ways to do things.  They invest a lot of time, energy and money to create more suggestions because they know their next billion dollar product may be one of those suggestions. So suggestions are really important.  [Picture of approachability study]This study asks what sorts of things motivated people to make suggestions at work. Here’s what their study said.  They looked at about three thousand people who had actually engaged in the OCB of making a suggestion. They then asked, “what do these people have in common?” Among this group 29 percent of them said they thought they might get a reward or recognition for making the suggestion. That’s nearly a third - pretty significant. However, nearly half - 45 percent of the people who made suggestions - said that one of the things they thought about was that their suggestion would make their job better or easier or make the company better.



71% Lower 
Turnover!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost of mis-hire = $1.5M for supervisor – according to Topgrading8 Hidden Costs of Employee TurnoverOne: Knowledge GapTwo: Lost ConnectionsThree: Lost Intellectual PropertyFour: Added Pressure on Top PerformersFive: Cost of a Bad HireSix: Productivity PlummetsSeven: Lost OpportunityEight: Hurts Overall Work EnvironmentOne: Knowledge GapWhen you lose a member of the team, you also lose that person's "tribal knowledge." Tribal knowledge is the know-how a person accumulates in the trenches. Every person develops tribal knowledge as they learn their job and react to things that pop up. This unwritten playbook helps them be better, faster, and more efficient. Much better than standard procedure. And when they walk out the door, so does all that knowledge.Quick Tip: Honor all this knowledge and try to document it. You’ll recognize your teammate, capture knowledge, and increase the value of your business. You will reduce the time it takes to train a replacement. And you make it a lot less likely they’ll jump ship in the first place!Of course, there's the darker side of tribal knowledge. Someone who's been around knows the good, the bad, and the ugly of your company. They know where all the bodies are buried. You may prefer to keep that knowledge inside the tribe ;)Two: Lost ConnectionsWe talk about this all the time. Relationships and connections. When you lose a team member, you not only lose their connections with teammates. You also lose the connections they've built with your customers and vendors. The UPS guy and the people who cut the checks.Each of these lost connections can damage your company. It can hurt morale and customer relationships. Things slow down because connections are often the lubricant that smooths out frictions we may never see. Some of the effects will be obvious right away. Others won't emerge until the iron strikes the coal. These are the “thousand cuts” we don’t notice till it’s too late.Like many of the best things in life, you don’t really notice them till they’re gone.Three: Lost Intellectual PropertyTaking trade secrets is unlawful. Yet it happens every single day. Customer lists, processes and procedures, formulas, sales strategies, and much more floats around the heads (and cell phones and home computers) of your team.Often this happens unknowingly. Even when on purpose, it is very hard (and expensive) to prove. Every time an employee leaves your company you must ask: Is your "secret sauce" walking out the door?[Tweet "The main reason people quit? Their boss is a jerk. Don't be a jerk."]The costs of lost intellectual property may not be obvious until months or years later. They play out in the business headlines every day. And trying to put this genie back in the bottle is difficult and expensive. These cases costs companies millions of dollars every year.You can try to keep this valuable information from your competitors. But the best solution is the simplest. Don’t lose the talent in the first place.Four: Added Pressure on Top PerformersWhen you lose an employee (even a bad apple), the best members of your team suffer. Your top people step in to carry the weight of the person who left. After all, that’s one of the reasons they are you’re top people. But this is a dangerous bargain. It can leave your top folks feeling unappreciated or taken advantage of. They get frustrated with other team members who don’t step up.If these feelings get too strong you have a bigger problem. Your top performers start looking for greener pastures themselves. After all, if that slacker Karla found a better-paying gig with less stress and a more flexible schedule, why can't I?Maybe you feel like this isn’t too big a concern because you will reload. You can get a replacement for Karla into the game quick, right? Well... maybe yes. Maybe no. That’s the next two hidden costs.Five: Cost of a Bad HireHow effective is your hiring process? Do you bat a thousand at getting only “A” players? Or do you sometimes bring in a “B” player? Or the occasional “C” player?Most companies focus too much on getting a new person in place and too little on getting the perfect person in place. After all, the business wants the position filled. Finding good people is hard. Finding the perfect person? Well, that’s nearly impossible. And that’s a very costly problem.The hard costs of turnover can be tough to pin down. What’s your share of that $11 billion?  It varies by type of business and the position. But the financial cost of a bad hire is normally one to five times that person's salary. (Here's a great infographic detailing the staggering cost of a bad hire.)But I’ve got bad news. That $11 billion figure is conservative. That’s because it focuses on the hard costs of recruiting and getting a new person in the door. But if you replace an “A” player with a “B” player (or heaven forbid your new recruit is a “C” player) you haven’t begun to figure the costs correctly.Topgrading and the Cost of a Mis-hireOne of the best books on hiring “A” players is Brad Smart’s book Topgrading. In it he makes the case (and offers a great process) for hiring “A” players. In a study of over 100 client companies Smart and his team found that an average managerial mis-hire cost companies nearly $1.5 million per manager (14.6 times base compensation). Hiring costs were only $31,643. The cost of failure, mistakes, wasted and missed business opportunity? Over $1.2 million.Turnover costs are much more than the cost of replacing lost talent. Do you end up with worse talent when you finally get the replacement up to speed? Do that consistently and you end up in what Smart calls the corporate death spiral:"… we are sometimes asked to help correct an insidious corporate “death spiral” in which poor executive hires result in lower-level A Players quitting, leaving B/C Players who hire and promote more B/C Players. The shareholders are left bleeding and wounded, and the company may become moribund. Mis-hires can kill companies, individual careers, and real people whose stress causes heart failure."A team is only as good as its weakest link. So guess what happens to team productivity when you start adding a bunch of B/C links to your chain? That’s hidden cost number six.Six: Productivity PlummetsCompanies in the “death spiral” don’t just get poor performance from the new players. Everyone’s performance drops. Your team picks up the slack for the new players, which slows down their normal pace. They get frustrated training and re-training recruits that don’t get it. They stop helping new people, figuring they won’t last long anyway.This reduced productivity is inevitable once turnover picks up. The entire team is stressed. They fail to meet team goals. Individual goals falter too. Rinse and repeat.Seven: Lost OpportunityTurnover costs business opportunity too. Time spent picking up the slack for lost teammates or training new ones is time not innovating or looking for new business opportunity. This cost is not just hidden from view, it’s enormous. Brad Smart calls it the single biggest cost of turnover: “The single biggest estimated cost in mis-hiring is the wasted or missed business opportunity. For decades I have witnessed multi-million-dollar fiascoes that clearly could have been avoided had an A Player been hired instead of a B/C Player. Gross neglect by a B/C Player salesperson resulted in the loss of the #1 customer in one client company. In another, incompetent information technology consultants were hired. Why? Because they were friends of a B/C Player CIO. The losses in information technology bankrupted the company. In companies that Topgrade sales departments, the sales of new A Players are sometimes twice that of the replaced Non-As; the “wasted or missed business opportunities” are easily estimated in sales organizations.”How many multi-million dollar fiascoes and lost sales opportunities can your company withstand before it breaks? That’s what I thought. But we’re not done.Eight: Hurts Overall Work EnvironmentAll these challenges make for a pretty crappy work environment. Poor performance, lousy habits, and lack of engagement spread like wildfire. And they negatively impact a team even if you replace the bad hire. As Falon Fatemi mentions in Fortune, bad hires erode work environments:“A bad apple spoils the bunch, so to speak. Disengagement is contagious, which may be why employers can't seem to defeat it. …In many ways, a bad hire's effect on company culture echoes beyond the employee's tenure. Poor performers lower the bar for other employees, and bad habits spread like a virus. I once hired a manager who built a chaotic, everything's-a-fire-drill environment. Even after removing the employee from the equation, we still had to invest time and resources to reset the behaviors of team members who emulated the manager's approach.”Action Steps to Turn Around TurnoverIs your company facing any of these hidden turnover costs? Next week we will offer some practical tips on how you can stop the “corporate death spiral” and get turnover under control.



Leaders’ Mind 
Gaps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost of mis-hire = $1.5M for supervisor – according to Topgrading8 Hidden Costs of Employee TurnoverOne: Knowledge GapTwo: Lost ConnectionsThree: Lost Intellectual PropertyFour: Added Pressure on Top PerformersFive: Cost of a Bad HireSix: Productivity PlummetsSeven: Lost OpportunityEight: Hurts Overall Work EnvironmentOne: Knowledge GapWhen you lose a member of the team, you also lose that person's "tribal knowledge." Tribal knowledge is the know-how a person accumulates in the trenches. Every person develops tribal knowledge as they learn their job and react to things that pop up. This unwritten playbook helps them be better, faster, and more efficient. Much better than standard procedure. And when they walk out the door, so does all that knowledge.Quick Tip: Honor all this knowledge and try to document it. You’ll recognize your teammate, capture knowledge, and increase the value of your business. You will reduce the time it takes to train a replacement. And you make it a lot less likely they’ll jump ship in the first place!Of course, there's the darker side of tribal knowledge. Someone who's been around knows the good, the bad, and the ugly of your company. They know where all the bodies are buried. You may prefer to keep that knowledge inside the tribe ;)Two: Lost ConnectionsWe talk about this all the time. Relationships and connections. When you lose a team member, you not only lose their connections with teammates. You also lose the connections they've built with your customers and vendors. The UPS guy and the people who cut the checks.Each of these lost connections can damage your company. It can hurt morale and customer relationships. Things slow down because connections are often the lubricant that smooths out frictions we may never see. Some of the effects will be obvious right away. Others won't emerge until the iron strikes the coal. These are the “thousand cuts” we don’t notice till it’s too late.Like many of the best things in life, you don’t really notice them till they’re gone.Three: Lost Intellectual PropertyTaking trade secrets is unlawful. Yet it happens every single day. Customer lists, processes and procedures, formulas, sales strategies, and much more floats around the heads (and cell phones and home computers) of your team.Often this happens unknowingly. Even when on purpose, it is very hard (and expensive) to prove. Every time an employee leaves your company you must ask: Is your "secret sauce" walking out the door?[Tweet "The main reason people quit? Their boss is a jerk. Don't be a jerk."]The costs of lost intellectual property may not be obvious until months or years later. They play out in the business headlines every day. And trying to put this genie back in the bottle is difficult and expensive. These cases costs companies millions of dollars every year.You can try to keep this valuable information from your competitors. But the best solution is the simplest. Don’t lose the talent in the first place.Four: Added Pressure on Top PerformersWhen you lose an employee (even a bad apple), the best members of your team suffer. Your top people step in to carry the weight of the person who left. After all, that’s one of the reasons they are you’re top people. But this is a dangerous bargain. It can leave your top folks feeling unappreciated or taken advantage of. They get frustrated with other team members who don’t step up.If these feelings get too strong you have a bigger problem. Your top performers start looking for greener pastures themselves. After all, if that slacker Karla found a better-paying gig with less stress and a more flexible schedule, why can't I?Maybe you feel like this isn’t too big a concern because you will reload. You can get a replacement for Karla into the game quick, right? Well... maybe yes. Maybe no. That’s the next two hidden costs.Five: Cost of a Bad HireHow effective is your hiring process? Do you bat a thousand at getting only “A” players? Or do you sometimes bring in a “B” player? Or the occasional “C” player?Most companies focus too much on getting a new person in place and too little on getting the perfect person in place. After all, the business wants the position filled. Finding good people is hard. Finding the perfect person? Well, that’s nearly impossible. And that’s a very costly problem.The hard costs of turnover can be tough to pin down. What’s your share of that $11 billion?  It varies by type of business and the position. But the financial cost of a bad hire is normally one to five times that person's salary. (Here's a great infographic detailing the staggering cost of a bad hire.)But I’ve got bad news. That $11 billion figure is conservative. That’s because it focuses on the hard costs of recruiting and getting a new person in the door. But if you replace an “A” player with a “B” player (or heaven forbid your new recruit is a “C” player) you haven’t begun to figure the costs correctly.Topgrading and the Cost of a Mis-hireOne of the best books on hiring “A” players is Brad Smart’s book Topgrading. In it he makes the case (and offers a great process) for hiring “A” players. In a study of over 100 client companies Smart and his team found that an average managerial mis-hire cost companies nearly $1.5 million per manager (14.6 times base compensation). Hiring costs were only $31,643. The cost of failure, mistakes, wasted and missed business opportunity? Over $1.2 million.Turnover costs are much more than the cost of replacing lost talent. Do you end up with worse talent when you finally get the replacement up to speed? Do that consistently and you end up in what Smart calls the corporate death spiral:"… we are sometimes asked to help correct an insidious corporate “death spiral” in which poor executive hires result in lower-level A Players quitting, leaving B/C Players who hire and promote more B/C Players. The shareholders are left bleeding and wounded, and the company may become moribund. Mis-hires can kill companies, individual careers, and real people whose stress causes heart failure."A team is only as good as its weakest link. So guess what happens to team productivity when you start adding a bunch of B/C links to your chain? That’s hidden cost number six.Six: Productivity PlummetsCompanies in the “death spiral” don’t just get poor performance from the new players. Everyone’s performance drops. Your team picks up the slack for the new players, which slows down their normal pace. They get frustrated training and re-training recruits that don’t get it. They stop helping new people, figuring they won’t last long anyway.This reduced productivity is inevitable once turnover picks up. The entire team is stressed. They fail to meet team goals. Individual goals falter too. Rinse and repeat.Seven: Lost OpportunityTurnover costs business opportunity too. Time spent picking up the slack for lost teammates or training new ones is time not innovating or looking for new business opportunity. This cost is not just hidden from view, it’s enormous. Brad Smart calls it the single biggest cost of turnover: “The single biggest estimated cost in mis-hiring is the wasted or missed business opportunity. For decades I have witnessed multi-million-dollar fiascoes that clearly could have been avoided had an A Player been hired instead of a B/C Player. Gross neglect by a B/C Player salesperson resulted in the loss of the #1 customer in one client company. In another, incompetent information technology consultants were hired. Why? Because they were friends of a B/C Player CIO. The losses in information technology bankrupted the company. In companies that Topgrade sales departments, the sales of new A Players are sometimes twice that of the replaced Non-As; the “wasted or missed business opportunities” are easily estimated in sales organizations.”How many multi-million dollar fiascoes and lost sales opportunities can your company withstand before it breaks? That’s what I thought. But we’re not done.Eight: Hurts Overall Work EnvironmentAll these challenges make for a pretty crappy work environment. Poor performance, lousy habits, and lack of engagement spread like wildfire. And they negatively impact a team even if you replace the bad hire. As Falon Fatemi mentions in Fortune, bad hires erode work environments:“A bad apple spoils the bunch, so to speak. Disengagement is contagious, which may be why employers can't seem to defeat it. …In many ways, a bad hire's effect on company culture echoes beyond the employee's tenure. Poor performers lower the bar for other employees, and bad habits spread like a virus. I once hired a manager who built a chaotic, everything's-a-fire-drill environment. Even after removing the employee from the equation, we still had to invest time and resources to reset the behaviors of team members who emulated the manager's approach.”Action Steps to Turn Around TurnoverIs your company facing any of these hidden turnover costs? Next week we will offer some practical tips on how you can stop the “corporate death spiral” and get turnover under control.
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Hofstede’s Power Distance Index
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Low Power Distance
Relationship Focused

High Power Distance
Position/Authority Focused

Check out page 26 of The Approachability Playbook

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KAL Power Distance Presentation PointsKAL had one of the worst safety records of all major airlines. So bad that Delta and Air France suspended flying partnership with them and the US military forbade US troops from traveling on the airline. Their loss rate was 17 times worse than US airlines; history of near misses, crashes and crash landings.In studying the incidents they researched a concept called “Power Distance” – Asian and Latin cultures have high respect for hierarchy and authority (wider Power Distance) while Western cultures like America and Europe have lower respect for hierarchy and authority (smaller Power Distance).Power Distance gets reflected throughout culture in how we treat elders, teachers, parents and leaders – reflected especially in language.Korean and Latin languages don’t translate direct confrontation to power as well as English (which is the language in worldwide air traffic control).KAL decided to switch language to EnglishDiscussionAsk the group to fill out the “Power Distance Gap” section on the AL InfographicAsk if they can think of an example where:They personally had to come up with the courage to tell someone more powerful than them something they were reluctant to tell them; orA time they didn’t tell something to someone more powerful than them that they later wished they had; orA time someone less powerful than themselves had to come up with the courage to tell them something that person was reluctant to share; orA time someone failed to tell you something important because they were in a less powerful positionSince we are already mostly speaking English, ask the group to discuss what other ways can they think of to “shrink the power-distance gap”?

https://approachableleadership.com/leadership-survival-toolkit/
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SLOW
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LIMBIC SYSTEM

CEREBRAL CORTEX

How the Brain Works



Recognizing Gaps Tool
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Physical Gaps

Verbal Gaps

Behavioral Gaps

Discussion Starters

Check out page 28-30 of The 
Approachability Playbook

https://approachableleadership.com/leadership-survival-toolkit/


Recognizing Gaps Tool

19

Discussion Starters

Check out page 28-30 of The 
Approachability Playbook

Physical Gaps
Verbal Gaps

Behavioral Gaps

https://approachableleadership.com/leadership-survival-toolkit/


Recognizing Gaps Tool
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Physical Gaps

Verbal Gaps
Behavioral Gaps

Discussion Starters

Check out page 28-30 of The 
Approachability Playbook

https://approachableleadership.com/leadership-survival-toolkit/


Recognizing Gaps Tool
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Physical Gaps

Verbal Gaps

Behavioral Gaps
Discussion Starters

Check out page 28-30 of The 
Approachability Playbook

https://approachableleadership.com/leadership-survival-toolkit/


Recognizing Gaps Tool
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Physical Gaps

Verbal Gaps

Behavioral Gaps

Discussion 
Starters

Check out page 28-30 of The 
Approachability Playbook

https://approachableleadership.com/leadership-survival-toolkit/


Ask Better 
Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost of mis-hire = $1.5M for supervisor – according to Topgrading8 Hidden Costs of Employee TurnoverOne: Knowledge GapTwo: Lost ConnectionsThree: Lost Intellectual PropertyFour: Added Pressure on Top PerformersFive: Cost of a Bad HireSix: Productivity PlummetsSeven: Lost OpportunityEight: Hurts Overall Work EnvironmentOne: Knowledge GapWhen you lose a member of the team, you also lose that person's "tribal knowledge." Tribal knowledge is the know-how a person accumulates in the trenches. Every person develops tribal knowledge as they learn their job and react to things that pop up. This unwritten playbook helps them be better, faster, and more efficient. Much better than standard procedure. And when they walk out the door, so does all that knowledge.Quick Tip: Honor all this knowledge and try to document it. You’ll recognize your teammate, capture knowledge, and increase the value of your business. You will reduce the time it takes to train a replacement. And you make it a lot less likely they’ll jump ship in the first place!Of course, there's the darker side of tribal knowledge. Someone who's been around knows the good, the bad, and the ugly of your company. They know where all the bodies are buried. You may prefer to keep that knowledge inside the tribe ;)Two: Lost ConnectionsWe talk about this all the time. Relationships and connections. When you lose a team member, you not only lose their connections with teammates. You also lose the connections they've built with your customers and vendors. The UPS guy and the people who cut the checks.Each of these lost connections can damage your company. It can hurt morale and customer relationships. Things slow down because connections are often the lubricant that smooths out frictions we may never see. Some of the effects will be obvious right away. Others won't emerge until the iron strikes the coal. These are the “thousand cuts” we don’t notice till it’s too late.Like many of the best things in life, you don’t really notice them till they’re gone.Three: Lost Intellectual PropertyTaking trade secrets is unlawful. Yet it happens every single day. Customer lists, processes and procedures, formulas, sales strategies, and much more floats around the heads (and cell phones and home computers) of your team.Often this happens unknowingly. Even when on purpose, it is very hard (and expensive) to prove. Every time an employee leaves your company you must ask: Is your "secret sauce" walking out the door?[Tweet "The main reason people quit? Their boss is a jerk. Don't be a jerk."]The costs of lost intellectual property may not be obvious until months or years later. They play out in the business headlines every day. And trying to put this genie back in the bottle is difficult and expensive. These cases costs companies millions of dollars every year.You can try to keep this valuable information from your competitors. But the best solution is the simplest. Don’t lose the talent in the first place.Four: Added Pressure on Top PerformersWhen you lose an employee (even a bad apple), the best members of your team suffer. Your top people step in to carry the weight of the person who left. After all, that’s one of the reasons they are you’re top people. But this is a dangerous bargain. It can leave your top folks feeling unappreciated or taken advantage of. They get frustrated with other team members who don’t step up.If these feelings get too strong you have a bigger problem. Your top performers start looking for greener pastures themselves. After all, if that slacker Karla found a better-paying gig with less stress and a more flexible schedule, why can't I?Maybe you feel like this isn’t too big a concern because you will reload. You can get a replacement for Karla into the game quick, right? Well... maybe yes. Maybe no. That’s the next two hidden costs.Five: Cost of a Bad HireHow effective is your hiring process? Do you bat a thousand at getting only “A” players? Or do you sometimes bring in a “B” player? Or the occasional “C” player?Most companies focus too much on getting a new person in place and too little on getting the perfect person in place. After all, the business wants the position filled. Finding good people is hard. Finding the perfect person? Well, that’s nearly impossible. And that’s a very costly problem.The hard costs of turnover can be tough to pin down. What’s your share of that $11 billion?  It varies by type of business and the position. But the financial cost of a bad hire is normally one to five times that person's salary. (Here's a great infographic detailing the staggering cost of a bad hire.)But I’ve got bad news. That $11 billion figure is conservative. That’s because it focuses on the hard costs of recruiting and getting a new person in the door. But if you replace an “A” player with a “B” player (or heaven forbid your new recruit is a “C” player) you haven’t begun to figure the costs correctly.Topgrading and the Cost of a Mis-hireOne of the best books on hiring “A” players is Brad Smart’s book Topgrading. In it he makes the case (and offers a great process) for hiring “A” players. In a study of over 100 client companies Smart and his team found that an average managerial mis-hire cost companies nearly $1.5 million per manager (14.6 times base compensation). Hiring costs were only $31,643. The cost of failure, mistakes, wasted and missed business opportunity? Over $1.2 million.Turnover costs are much more than the cost of replacing lost talent. Do you end up with worse talent when you finally get the replacement up to speed? Do that consistently and you end up in what Smart calls the corporate death spiral:"… we are sometimes asked to help correct an insidious corporate “death spiral” in which poor executive hires result in lower-level A Players quitting, leaving B/C Players who hire and promote more B/C Players. The shareholders are left bleeding and wounded, and the company may become moribund. Mis-hires can kill companies, individual careers, and real people whose stress causes heart failure."A team is only as good as its weakest link. So guess what happens to team productivity when you start adding a bunch of B/C links to your chain? That’s hidden cost number six.Six: Productivity PlummetsCompanies in the “death spiral” don’t just get poor performance from the new players. Everyone’s performance drops. Your team picks up the slack for the new players, which slows down their normal pace. They get frustrated training and re-training recruits that don’t get it. They stop helping new people, figuring they won’t last long anyway.This reduced productivity is inevitable once turnover picks up. The entire team is stressed. They fail to meet team goals. Individual goals falter too. Rinse and repeat.Seven: Lost OpportunityTurnover costs business opportunity too. Time spent picking up the slack for lost teammates or training new ones is time not innovating or looking for new business opportunity. This cost is not just hidden from view, it’s enormous. Brad Smart calls it the single biggest cost of turnover: “The single biggest estimated cost in mis-hiring is the wasted or missed business opportunity. For decades I have witnessed multi-million-dollar fiascoes that clearly could have been avoided had an A Player been hired instead of a B/C Player. Gross neglect by a B/C Player salesperson resulted in the loss of the #1 customer in one client company. In another, incompetent information technology consultants were hired. Why? Because they were friends of a B/C Player CIO. The losses in information technology bankrupted the company. In companies that Topgrade sales departments, the sales of new A Players are sometimes twice that of the replaced Non-As; the “wasted or missed business opportunities” are easily estimated in sales organizations.”How many multi-million dollar fiascoes and lost sales opportunities can your company withstand before it breaks? That’s what I thought. But we’re not done.Eight: Hurts Overall Work EnvironmentAll these challenges make for a pretty crappy work environment. Poor performance, lousy habits, and lack of engagement spread like wildfire. And they negatively impact a team even if you replace the bad hire. As Falon Fatemi mentions in Fortune, bad hires erode work environments:“A bad apple spoils the bunch, so to speak. Disengagement is contagious, which may be why employers can't seem to defeat it. …In many ways, a bad hire's effect on company culture echoes beyond the employee's tenure. Poor performers lower the bar for other employees, and bad habits spread like a virus. I once hired a manager who built a chaotic, everything's-a-fire-drill environment. Even after removing the employee from the equation, we still had to invest time and resources to reset the behaviors of team members who emulated the manager's approach.”Action Steps to Turn Around TurnoverIs your company facing any of these hidden turnover costs? Next week we will offer some practical tips on how you can stop the “corporate death spiral” and get turnover under control.
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The Hero Assumption

Nobody wakes up in the morning 
thinking they are the villain of their story.

The Pygmalion Effect

ApproachableLeadership.com/Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I hope by now you see how important this idea of approachable leadership is to motivation and performance. How important it is to create that space where your people can shine and do their best work every day. But how do you create that space? That’s where the three questions come  into play.The first question of approachable leadership is this: Do you have what you need?The assumption behind “do you have what you need” is that people want to be great.  Nobody gets up hoping to do crappy work. When you assume your employees want to be great and you focus on meeting their needs the assumption becomes self-fulfilling. This takes advantage of something called the Pygmalion Effect. In numerous studies on students, students whose teachers believe they are academic “spurters” actually see their IQs rise 20 points. The teachers of the “spurters” assume their students are smarter, treat them that way, and their assumption becomes reality. Control groups of students do not see their IQs rise. But these studies don’t just work on classwork. When you tell the teachers the students are clean or well-behaved the same thing happens - the assumed behavior becomes the reality.The same thing happens at work. If you assume an employee isn’t meeting a production goal because they are slacking you are going to treat them much different than if your assumption is that they want to be great and are just missing some resource they need to perform their best.To paraphrase Henry Ford, whether you assume people want to do great work or crappy work you’ll be right. You assumption becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.

https://approachableleadership.com/https:/approachableleadership.com/leadership-survival-toolkit/
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The “F-Word” of Leadership

“My job is to reduce frustration.”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second question of approachable leadership is what would make work better?The assumption here is that the job of a leader is to reduce friction, getting rid of as many of the hygiene facts as you can. This could be making things easier or more efficient. It could also be making the work more interesting. It’s what I call the PITA principal.  PITA stands for Pain In The Ass.The PITA principal means your goal is to reduce the friction or PITA that your employees have to deal with every day. Think about your own job for a second. Are there things that you put up with every day that slow you down, interrupt you, or prevent you from doing the best work you can? Many of these things we just put up with.  We say, “that’s why they call it work.” But what if you were asked regularly whether there was a better or easier way to do your work? How would that make you feel?These PITA factors have a big negative impact on performance. One meta-study I read covered 169 different studies with over 35,000 different observations. It looked at all the main factors that negatively impact work performance – the primary ones it listed were role ambiguity, role conflict, role overload and situational constraints. These accounted for over 75% of poor performance. How many of these areas are influenced by first level leaders? Every last one.This isn’t just about making things easier. Easy can be good, but things so easy they’re boring. Instead you are looking to create space. You want to remove the PITA factors to make room for more enriching tasks. This by the way, was exactly Herzberg’s prescription at the end of all his research. He called this job enrichment: reducing the demotivators or hygiene factors and increasing the number of motivators.
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The Progress Principle

“People want to make progress.”

Win, Know, Show

ApproachableLeadership.com/Research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third question of approachable leadership is: where are you going?The third question is based on exciting research from a new branch of psychology called Positive Psychology. The assumption here is that people want to make progress.Positive Psychology is only about 20 years old. Before then psychologists pretty much only studied what makes us unhappy. Things like depression, psychosis and suicide. But the more we studied dysfunction and disability the less people seemed to get well. So some psychologists instead started doing serious scientific research on what makes people happy.  Theres a lot of important work being done in this area, but one of the critical things we’ve learned is something called the Progress Principal. It seems we are hardwired to make progress and improve. To adapt and get better. It’s part of our genetic makeup.  The idea of the Progress Principal is summed up with the saying happiness is a journey, not a destination. It is a verb not a noun. It’s not someplace you go, it’s something you do. Or as I like to say, happiness has pit stains.Remember what we learned about happiness at work? If you try to drive performance by making people happy - or getting people to the destination of happiness - you fail. But if you create an environment where employees engage in OCB activities - in other words get them taking action - you get BOTH better performance AND happiness.
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1. Satisfaction isn’t engagement

2. Leaders mind gaps

3. 3 powerful questions



Questions?
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Phillip B. Wilson

Founder of Approachable Leadership and 
nationally recognized labor and 
employment expert
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